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Envision you are up in three o'clock each morning with a unwell child. Look for THE Lightweight
PEDIATRICIAN app! Encyclopedic in scope, THE PORTABLE PEDIATRICIAN features timely and
useful information on every childhood illness and emergency, including when to call the
physician, what reassuring signs will help you know your son or daughter is okay, how to treat
your kid at home, and much more-all in a convenient A-to-Z format. speech delay; eating
disorders; nosebleeds; measles; rashes;The Searses guide parents and caregivers from a child's
infancy through the teen years, teaching them what things to expect at regular checkups and
also how to boost a child's well-being, devise a family group health plan, work effectively with
their pediatrician, and even more. ear infections; warts; and more. sprains and broken bones;
pneumonia; hip discomfort; colic; allergies; weight problems; seizures; Asperger's Syndrome;
bronchitis; masturbation; sunburns; fever; Among the scores of topics protected: teething; lice;
vomiting; asthma; and more. blisters; sleep problems; heart defects; choking; a portable
medicine cabinet; Wouldn't it end up being nice to have professional advice readily at hands
to help get you through the night? Available for download from iTunes, it provides a full
browsable A-Z list of pediatric concerns, illnesses, and emergencies; a searchable data
source, growth charts; Distinguished by the Searses' trademark comprehensiveness,
dependability, and available, comforting one, this book is a must-possess for all families who
want to keep their kids healthy and happy. advice about pediatric checkups; head aches;
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A must-have! i take advantage of it way more than the baby book, etc. When my 4 month
older got his first cool that included a fever, cough, sore throat and sinus congestion I needed
help and of course it was in the center of the night time when I wouldn't have been in a
position to reach his pediatrician. This books gives you all the info you have to solve the issue
at home when appropriate. This is an excellent book, almost like a bible with regards to
children's health issues. and it's compiled by a dr! I instantly thought of conjunctivitis. Due to the
thorough explanation in the book I could rule it out. It is a MUST for every new mother or father!
I recommend this publication to anyone who has a child. He's brilliant! what signals you should
look for to know if a simple cool is developing into something a little more serious etc. THIS
BOOK IS A MUST-HAVE FOR EACH NEW PARENT 25+ years back, we relied heavily on Dr. Sears'
books, especially when it found childhood illnesses, pores and skin rashes, fevers, ear infections,
etc. Sears is best pediatrician anywhere! We gave this book to your niece when she was
expecting her 1st baby. When talking to the Doctor I was already well informed from reading
this reserve that I was able to have an excellent and detailed discussion with him. I love
reading them and head to for random queries I've when I don't want to call the pediatrician.
Great for grandparents, too!!! . Now when I sit for my granddaughter and I issue something, I
can look it up 1st before I take it to the attention of her mom and have a bit more credibility
when I talk to her if I can present her "what the book says". I bought this for my girl when she
got her first baby, and I came across it very useful for me personally, as well, to remain up with
current interventions, too. I love this book! Sufficient information is preferable to too much
information, and this book really fine tunes what is essential and when to seek more assistance
from the child's pediatrician. I recommend it! Dr. Robert Sears personally, he is the son of this
author, in addition to a practicing physician exactly like his father William Sears. They possess a
beautiful medical clinic in Dana Point, California, only 1-2 blocks from the sea. I knew when to
go to the doctor and when to worry. I trust the Sears' family and this book. Particularly if you
certainly are a first- time parents. The book has great cross-references and doesn't go into too
much detail. It has a very useful index in the trunk where you can research any symptom your
son or daughter is having. The publication explains when you should consider you child to the
dr. Both also great. . I enjoyed being able to look up my baby's symptoms in this reserve and
make a better decision about likely to the dr. I expected more comprehensive information in
this reserve. Way better than freaking yourself out by googling everything! A couple weeks
afterwards, my baby started obtaining yellow drainage via his eyes. Very comprehensive --- i
usually find whatever it is I am looking for very helpful book If you are acquainted with the
Sears books this publication is ideal inline with all their others. Very comprehensive - a MUST for
new parents Have recommended this to accomplish many new moms. Must- have for each and
every first-time parent! This book told me everything I needed to know to put my mind at ease.
GOOD GOOD. The remedies function too!I would suggest this reserve to anyone! I take
advantage of their books and internet site as a guideline for parenting and discipline and
today health questions. This reserve is useful to have on my kindle for reference. There is usually
nothing at all in the book that you could not find on a site like webmd, mayo, or even the
Sears' own site. I like having a copy of it handy in case I am somewhere I've limited web
access. Medical Portion is great I only gave this 4 shops because the medical part of the
book is very good. I would have enjoyed to have seen images of different rashes, etc. since a
description might not often match up in your mind with what is in fact on the kid. The Sears
family app. coined the word attachment parenting, they perform press that in this reserve. At
one stage suggesting trying to breast feed while the kid is in a car seat and the automobile is



driving. They're simple to read and simple. Possibly my favorite thing about this reserve is that it
obviously explains what the symptoms are for every malady that should alert you to go to the
physician or hospital. BOUGHT IT FOR MY HUSBAND More info about the internet than in this
book I liked the publication they published on the subject of the first two years. or not. Sort of
disappointed. Sears for assisting parents may be the best details for parents of small children...
I would recommend this boo to any brand-new parent. They're simple to read and
straightforward I have purchased some of the books by dr sears and love them. That's skill. We
referred to it for a long time and years. some of the books by dr sears and like them. Most likely
the best book about children's health issues I personally met Dr. I remember still his chapter on
how to tell if a kid has allergies or whether it's the cold virus. anything written by Dr. . I also
have THE INFANT Book and The Vaccine Publication. -almost every childhood illness or sympton
imaginable is shown and cross referenced with great detail -tons of conventional med have
been using this book for years. pros: -almost every childhood illness or sympton imaginable is
outlined and cross referenced with great fine detail -tons of conventional medical information
and tips for resources where you can dig deeper if something is definitely concerning you
regarding a symptom your child has disadvantages: -if you own the paperback copy, not the
digital duplicate, it is huge! not heavy but huge. this reserve is my favorite reserve in the dr
sears series. This book is a must-have!As a first time mother I was prepared to take my son to
the dr anytime he previously the slightest illness. Babies never change, but the times change,
and so do theories and interventions.
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